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Executive Summary

This is a summary review of the inspectors' findings during this inspection.  However, it does not contain every 
detailed observation.  This is provided as an additional service to our client, and is presented in the form of a 
listing of the items which, in the opinion of your inspector, merit further attention, investigation, or improvement.  
Some of these conditions are of such a nature as to require repair or modification by a skilled craftsman, 
technician, or specialist.  Others can be easily handled by a homeowner such as yourself.

Often, following the inspector's advice will result in improved performance and/or extended life of the 
component(s) in question.  In listing these items, your inspector is not offering any opinion as to who, among the 
parties to this transaction, should take responsibility for addressing any of these concerns.  As with most of the 
facets of your transaction, we recommend consultation with your Real Estate Professional for further advice with 
regards to the following items:

Throughout the report, you'll find special symbols at the front of certain comments. Below are the symbols and 
their meanings:

 =  The item/system failed to operate/perform its intended function, was structurally deficient, was unsafe or 
was hazardous at the time of the inspection.

 =  Item is not correct and should be repaired however no health or safety issues apparent. The item/system 
was marginally acceptable. It performed its designed function at the time of the inspection. However, due to age 
and/or deterioration, it will likely require early repair or replacement.

Exterior - Siding
COMMENTS

s-6: Siding condition was overall in poor condition. Top coat of EIFS stucco was visible deteriorated at 
multiple locations with damaged, cracks and signs of staining from moisture intrusion. This can allow for 
moisture intrusion.

s-7: Garage consisted of concrete slab with concrete ceiling. Ceiling structure had cracks visible with signs 
of moisture intrusion.

s-8: Windows were either metal framed double paned glass or plexiglass with two panes.  Various 
windows appeared fogged, leaking, or damaged.

s-9: Signs of WDO intrusion (detritus) at skylight in living room. Extent of intrusion could not be determined 
at the time of inspection.

Roofing - Roofing
COMMENTS

s-11: Roofing was a membrane covered with paver tiles on south side and rolled composition on north 
side. Roof materials were in overall poor condition with signs of deterioration at visible areas of membrane. 
Skylights were deteriorated throughout roof with signs of moisture intrusion.

s-12: Solar heating panels visible on roof.  These panels are typically used for heating of water and then 
stored in water tanks in basement. The panels were in generally poor condition, with panels showing signs of 
corrosion at pipes and various panels damaged.



Structure - Int. Foundation
COMMENTS

s-16: Structure was comprised of Concrete floor slabs, supporting walls and ceilings. Non-load bearing 
walls were comprised of wood 2x4 studs. Ceiling had damage at multiple concrete seams with microbial growth 
throughout home.
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General Information

The following report is based on visual inspection of the readily accessible areas of this property.

GENERAL CONDITIONS
1: Property Occupied: No 
Temperature: 35 F 
Weather: Snowing 
Soil Conditions: Damp/Wet 
Property Faces: East 
Property Type: Single-Family 
Primary Construction: Concrete 
Age: 43 Years 
Persons Present: No Person Present

COMMENTS
2: Due to the overall state of disrepair (neglect) , the above listed items are not intended to reflect each and 
every possible maintenance issue/defect, but are merely intended to reflect the overall condition of the property.

3: This inspection is structural only.  No electrical, plumbing, or mechanical inspection was performed.

Scope

COMMENTS
4: The following report is based on visual inspection only of the accessible areas of this property. This is a 
limited inspection for the purpose of highlighting the condition of the structure (visible exterior foundation and 
deferred maintenance) only. Please read and study the entire report carefully.

Exterior

Our evaluation of the exterior of a property conforms to state or industry standards. Certain detached structures, 
such as storage sheds, barbecues, above ground spas, gazebos or stables are not within the scope of this 
inspection. Landscape components, such as trees, shrubs, fountains, ponds, statuary, pottery, fire pits, patio 
fans, heat lamps, and ornamental or decorative lighting are not evaluated. Surface coatings or cosmetic 
deficiencies and the wear and tear associated with usage or the passage of time that would be readily apparent 
to the average person are not commented on. The inspection of the exterior and grounds as described may be 
limited if not fully visible due to foliage or storage of personal belongings. Trees/foliage may have an impact on 
site, structure, drainage and waste.

Siding

GENERAL INFORMATION
5: Siding Type: EIFS Stucco



COMMENTS

6: Siding condition was overall in poor condition. Top coat of EIFS stucco was visible deteriorated at 
multiple locations with damaged, cracks and signs of staining from moisture intrusion. This can allow for 
moisture intrusion.

Deteriorated top coat

Damage at corner

Cracks visible in stucco

https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=FE046AED-7D7C-4C84-9CE4-0C9341E42A84&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=6F5D3BF2-891A-45AA-9E0B-472D7C5BC965&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=4B0DE5CC-9B68-4714-8052-CD9C8D3B57F9&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=E7F92443-BD0A-423B-8767-894C08E21597&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=ADD89892-5FEA-45F6-8BA7-0713EE2F6A58&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=0A2F552B-8CC2-469A-A5BC-2DD748D1A5AA&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview


7: Garage consisted of concrete slab with concrete ceiling. Ceiling structure had cracks visible with signs of 
moisture intrusion.

https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=9B088A98-7B51-4532-8C6E-0AB77445C467&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=5097093A-CC0A-49AA-A3CF-FF25BB073A7C&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=BD5C737F-D43B-4C02-965A-CB567DFD7CBD&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=CD305180-21C8-43DC-ADC9-A1AA035F6EA5&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=A898CC9A-7035-46F0-81F1-B3782D3BDE95&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview


8: Windows were either metal framed double paned glass or plexiglass with two panes.  Various windows 
appeared fogged, leaking, or damaged.

Visible leak Visible leaking on wall

Visible leaking on ceiling

Fogged glass

https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=6DDC591F-DEEB-4B8C-AEC9-9AB93955DECF&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=900B7DF8-688A-4A66-A7A3-96505149EFE9&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=FE388542-4A3D-4CC7-BDF6-93CD136882FD&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=7F8C1D29-EA2A-4DD6-BEC9-6CC1C2FA3189&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=C50FB6C9-5353-483F-85D8-73D7381B8729&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview


Plexiglass Fogged glass

Visible leak Leaking

https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=FE5E7853-ABD4-4B9B-985C-555979905CF4&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=DEB27F73-34D4-49CE-83F0-93E10F44AAE8&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=B54BBD77-377A-4A13-8679-B3D12E7A46D6&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=C9B0A805-82FA-42AD-84EF-D8C8A2FB90C2&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=637E2094-CFE5-4753-AC9E-3834806AAE92&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=15DCBB59-BAF0-41BB-A961-9D539A0644D5&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview


9: Signs of WDO intrusion (detritus) at skylight in living room. Extent of intrusion could not be determined at 
the time of inspection.

Roofing

Many different roof types exist, which we evaluate by walking on their surfaces. If we are unable or unwilling to 
do this for any reason (such as rain, snow presence or the Inspector's safety), we will indicate the method that 
was used to evaluate the roof.

Every roof will wear differently relative to its age, the number of its layers, the quality of its material, the method 

https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=ABDA3EC4-E2FB-4F0D-B53C-48A39DF01C3E&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=23F5FC02-74F4-42EB-BB29-1C32EC050E2F&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=E20209BB-AFAC-4137-8F38-4D4A0D67B107&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=DBAEE0E4-2AD6-4B1D-A8E0-D2CC1EAAF968&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=64C08DE8-9CA9-4AF6-91A0-2C70D22E352A&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=DD39F9F4-E95D-41A9-BAEE-589EF31CDDBE&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview


of its application, its exposure to direct sunlight or other prevalent weather conditions, and the regularity of its 
maintenance. Regardless of its design-life, every roof is only as good as the waterproof membrane beneath it, 
which is concealed and cannot be examined without removing the roof material, and this is equally true of 
almost all roofs. The most common cause of leakage results when roofs are not serviced, and foliage and other 
debris blocks the drainage channels. In fact, the material on the majority of pitched roofs are not designed to be 
waterproof only water-resistant. However, what remains true of all roofs is that, whereas their condition can be 
evaluated, it is virtually impossible for anyone to detect a leak except as it is occurring or by specific water tests, 
which are beyond the scope of our service.

Unfortunately, we are unable to make a determination if the roofing materials used are impact resistant. This is 
a question we recommend asking the sellers.

Roofing

GENERAL DETAILS
10: Estimated Roof Age: Greater Than 15 Years 
Design Life: 12-15 years and 20-25 years 
Roofing Material(s): Asphalt / Composition and Membrane 
Number of Layers: 1 
Percent Visible: 100% 
Method Of Inspection: Walked On

COMMENTS

11: Roofing was a membrane covered with paver tiles on south side and rolled composition on north side. 
Roof materials were in overall poor condition with signs of deterioration at visible areas of membrane. Skylights 
were deteriorated throughout roof with signs of moisture intrusion.

https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=BDAF5128-026B-483F-8CA6-A75A697C2B7B&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
https://www.spectacularapp.com/Inspectacular/PhotoViewer.aspx?cid=E78340F8-E4C4-4E19-A010-7E013671F97F&imid=F6BD0776-DB78-4B2B-A384-39F92E6DFD79&iid=229e6f6e-5784-4daf-a585-40966024a6b6&l=NPI-StructureReview
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